The rise in security threats from both employees inside the organization and anonymous hackers on the outside has led to the adoption of strict enterprise security measures.

The OrangeHRM Security Authentication add-on allows you to configure authentication to prevent unauthorized access and security breaches, thus providing users with an option for password recovery.

- Password recovery via the system can be done by users without admin interference.
- Configurable authentication settings.
- Enable captcha to prevent the use of automated hacking.
Configure your security authentication settings as an administrator.

Request for a password reset code by using the “Forgot your password?” link.
Enter your “Username” OR “Work/Other E-mail” address to identify your account

The system will look for your account and request permission for password resetting.
An e-mail will be sent to you with a “Password Reset Code”. 
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A CAPTCHA will appear after a set no. of failed log-in attempts.

You may block access to the system for a selected time period after setting the no. of failed log-in attempts.

You have been restricted from accessing OrangeHRM temporarily.
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